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Introduction
Document exploitation is a popular method of distributing malware. A common theory for its popularity is
that victims can be more easily convinced to open document attachments than executables. Exploited
documents have the added benefit of not requiring their victims to manually enable macros, as is often the
case for VBA downloaders. Even though it has never been the most prevalent infection vector, hiding in the
shadow of the more seasonal VBA or JavaScript downloaders, document exploitation has been on the rise
the last few years.
Recently we have observed some interesting developments in the distribution of Office exploits aimed at
our user base. As a perfect illustration, a snapshot of August 2016 shows the following picture:

There are a couple of notable points here. First, CVE-2012-0158 is still the most prevalent Office exploit [1].
Although there are quite a few exploit builders that support newer vulnerabilities, many criminals have
stuck with this old exploit.
The fourth most exploited vulnerability, CVE-2015-2545, is not that shocking either. It is a relatively new
exploit, which should be attractive to the criminals going after unprotected systems. We’ve reported the
increased use of this vulnerability[2] in cybercrime before.
The most surprising entry on the list is the ancient CVE-2010-3333, which is in third place. This vulnerability
was obsolete for many years until just recently when, in June 2016, we saw a noticeable surge in
documents that exploit this Word vulnerability.
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A more thorough analysis revealed that there is one major factor behind this resurgence: The Ancalog
exploit builder a commercially available cybercrime tool, which seems to be a popular choice among
criminals today.
The crucial role of this exploit builder is further supported by our earlier research[3] where we looked in
detail into Office exploit attacks. We concluded that the vast majority of these attacks were attributable to
a couple of exploit builders. Back then we couldn’t label most of them, so our stats showed a few cryptic
names, like DL-1, DL-2 and AK-2:

DL-2
10%

Other
4%

DL-1
36%

MWI
14%

AK-2
16%

CVE-2014-6352
20%

It turns out that both DL-1 and DL-2 were actually different variations of the same builder, which we later
identified as the Ancalog Multi Exploit Builder. The stats have remained largely the same ever since. It is
reasonable to say that nowadays at least half of the Office exploit based attacks are powered by Ancalog.

Ancalog Multi Exploit Builder
The exploit builder generates malicious documents, such as Word and PDF documents, Excel workbooks,
CHM-compiled help files, and HTML pages. Most of them serve as downloaders, with the final payload
stored at a website which is then downloaded and executed by the malicious code. In a few cases the
generated document stores the entire payload file within. As a result, there is no need to reach out to an
external web location as the malicious content is extracted from the document and executed from there.
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History
We tracked back the history of this builder to February 2015, when we first started to see these generated
documents.
We identified what we think was the first-known version of this kit as a console application that was
distributed with the name fuddoc12ve3.exe
This is a Python script compiled into an executable with the py2exe tool[10].

The original source file name was fuddoc12ve3.py which contains the full generated RTF file as a data
template. The template contained the first and second half of the exploit sample, and the download URL is
inserted between these two during the build process.
p1 = '7B5C727466317B7D7B7D5C616465666C616E67313032355C616E73695C616E73696370673...'
p2 = '3030303030303030303030303030303030303030303030303030303030303030303030303...'
print '[+] Very Private - MS Word 2007 + 2010 all windows Code Execution Exploit'
if len(sys.argv) != 3:
print '[+] Usage: ' + sys.argv[0] + ' file.doc [url]'
exit(0)
url = sys.argv[2]
evilbuff = bytearray(binascii.unhexlify(p1))
evilbuff2 = bytearray(binascii.unhexlify(p2))
isk = binascii.hexlify(url)
finful = evilbuff + isk + evilbuff2
file = sys.argv[1]
f = open(file, mode='wb')
f.write(finful)
print '[+] Done'

It is interesting to note that there is no additional obfuscation during the sample generation, the template is
hard-coded in the script, and only the URL is inserted. This characteristic remained constant for later
versions of the builder. An important consequence is that any considerable change in the generated
document requires a new builder version.
The first public appearance of fuddoc12ve3.exe in February 2015 coincides with the date of the first
samples that we have observed related to this builder.
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In that time, the builder has changed significantly and has been consistently used in attacks. In 2016 the
usage soared, as can be seen in the chart below, which shows the number of unique samples over time:
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The original Python script was later ported to Lazarus Free Pascal development environment[8] and a GUI
was added - this is the form of the Ancalog Builder as we know it now.
The obfuscation used in the RTF files and the downloader shellcode prove the continuity of the
development progress. It is possible that there were two authors involved, with the first coding the Python
versions and the second taking the Python script and carrying on the development in Lazarus. It is more
likely though that there is one author; there are no signs of parallel developments of the two branches.
The original homepage of Ancalog Exploit Builder was http://ancalog.tech/, but this was later moved to
http://ancalog.win. Just recently it was apparently rebranded as OffensiveWare Multi Exploit Builder, with
the home page http://offensiveware.com/.
Currently the full version of the product is available for $290, with a light version (limited exploit
capabilities) for $49:
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Characteristics
The builder supports several methods for malware distribution using different file formats. The list of
methods keeps changing over the time: Early versions supported VBA downloaders and JavaScript
downloaders embedded in PDF, CHM and HTM files along with an Office exploit (usually CVE-2012-0158).
The selection of possible infection methods is illustrated on the following screenshot of an earlier version.
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One common theme in all methods is that none of them support decoy files. The payload is either
downloaded or extracted to the system and then executed. There is no additional decoy content displayed.
"Decoys" are legitimate-looking documents that some exploit kits deliberately pop up to distract the
victim’s attention from the activation of the malware by the exploit.
The popularity of the builder can be measured by its misuses. There are a couple of pieces of evidence that
suggest this kit is indeed popular.
Cracked versions (similar to the one from the previous picture) are sold in underground forums[7], for a
lowered price ($100).
Even further, a trojanized version of the builder was found disguised as an archive containing the
fuddoc12ve4.exe version of the builder.

In reality, the executable in the archive is a bundle of two programs. One of the programs is the “legit”
fuddoc12ve3.exe builder that we described earlier. The other program is a LuminosityLink RAT, which
enables the remote control of the infected system. Similar misbehavior in the criminal underground,
involving a bundle of a Trojan builder and backdoor, is not unprecedented in the criminal scene as we
reported earlier[9].
The user interface very generously refers to all methods as exploits, even though only a few of them
actually use a vulnerability. Most likely, silent methods are the ones that work without user intervention (as
opposed to VBA downloaders that require changing the security settings).
The main panel uses a common method of absolving itself of any legal implications by stating that it can
only be used for educational purposes. In some cases, even the generated documents contained a noresponsibility disclaimer-like content:
}}}}}}For pentesting purposes only!

Given the typical customer base of the builder, all this is a rather lame attempt.
The builder works from exploit templates that are stored in separate files. For example, silent.bin is the
template used for Word exploit files. The following listing is from an earlier version of the builder that
supported many veteran methods (here all the files with .bin extension are templates, as well as some of
the .dll files):
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The latest releases simplify the offerings to only a few possible solutions, dropping some of the older nonexploit methods.

One notable feature of the latest versions is the Hosting button. With a few exceptions, Ancalog builds
downloaders where the final payload executable is placed on a website. For those criminals who don’t own
(or have hacked) a website, this button automatically uploads a copy of the payload to the hosting site
http://pomf.cat. We first witnessed downloaders using this site for storage in May 2016. So if you ever
wondered why there are so many Trojans recently coming from https://a.pomf.cat, Ancalog is to blame.
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We will now analyze the malware delivery options available in the latest versions where the number of files
and options are largely reduced.
CVE-2012-0158
The file s7doc.dat is the template for generating CVE-2012-0158 exploit samples. These generated samples
are Word Rich Text Format (RTF) documents. The main characteristics of which are detailed in [4].
The template uses the %%URL%% string as a placeholder. It is replaced with the actual URL of the Win32
payload when the exploited document is generated.

The shellcode itself is a simple downloader. In the earlier versions it was calling URLDownloadToFileA to
download the payload, saving the result into the %TEMP% directory, and running it using ShellExecuteA.
The imported Windows API function names are not stored within the code, only the pre-calculated
checksum values of their names:
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In later samples, the functionality remained the same but the implementation changed.
URLDownloadToFileA is now used to download the payload and WinExec to run it. Imported Windows API
function names are also now stored in clear text:
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Interestingly, a lot of the generated samples contained a characteristic block from the CVE-2014-1761
exploit at the end of the file:
{\lfolevel\listoverridestartat\listoverrideformat{\listlevel\levelnfc0\levelnfcn194\leveljc0\leveljcn3\levelf
ollow39\levelstartat31611\levelegal1\levelnorestart0\levelpicture1\levelold0\levelprev1\levelprevspace1\level
space22873\levelindent23130{\levelnumbers\'5c\'27AAAAAAAA;}}}
{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel
}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfoleve
l}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}{\lfolevel}

It is not clear what the point of this is. Clearly, attaching a suspicious exploit fragment is not the best way to
make the generated document appear innocent.
One sneaky explanation could be that using VirusTotal reports, like the one below, could promote Ancalog
as now supporting the CVE-2014-1761 exploit.

CVE-2010-3333
The file silent.bin is the template for generating the CVE-2010-3333 exploit samples. These generated
samples are Word Rich Text Format (RTF) documents.
The template uses the %%URL%% string as a placeholder. It is replaced with the actual URL of the Win32
payload when the exploited document is generated.
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The generated samples are very similar to the CVE-2012-0158 samples. Apart from the different exploit, the
main difference is in the shellcode, which is the same downloader code that can be generated by the
Metasploit Framework as a downloader payload:

CVE-2015-2545
Another file in the package is the file bypass.dll which, unlike the name suggests, is not a Windows DLL but
a Word DOCX document containing the CVE-2015-2545 exploit – or, as the builder refers to it, Silent DOC
bypass EMET.
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The generated Word document contains the malicious EPS file that drops a simple downloader executable
which spawns a Powershell script. The original template file contains “?” characters to fill with the URL
name, padded to hold a long enough path:

This is later filled with the actual URL when the document is generated:

VBA Dropper
VBA dropper is in fl.dll, which is a Word DOCX file, the payload is stored in the document.xml file in the w:t
tag (or distributed in multiple w:t tags).
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The XOR encrypted payload is inserted to the place of %%HAXX%%:

The w:t tag represents the document text and the font color is conveniently selected to match the
background. As a result, the document will appear to have no content (apart from the usual “enable
macros” message):
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Or, even more impressively, the document contains a promise of 100% virus-free content, with "satisfaction
guaranteed":

However, changing the color for the font will reveal the hidden executable within the document text:
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The document contains a VBA macro that extracts the document text, which contains the encrypted actual
executable, saves it to the local system and executes it:

The code contains a few political statements and several comments and variable names in Polish.

Attribution
The comments in the VBA code point to Polish origin, which is further supported by a few additional facts.
In some cases, the generated documents contain Polish quotes like these:
-

Polski trzech mocarzów albo bierze.
Jaśnie Wielmożny Podkomorzy i całował.
Jej zjawienie się Gorecki.
Widząc gościa, na kogoś okiem.
Ja mówię.

The early versions of the builder checked the registration info using the url:
http://everbot.pl/cs/reg.php?id={ID}&ticket={ticket}
The everbot.pl site is now closed, but seems to have been used for license validation of grey applications.
Along with early versions of the Ancalog builder, another piece of software, the Aaron Keylogger[11] also
used the services of the site:
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In fact, the Aaron Keylogger code shows a lot of similarities with the Ancalog code - both were clearly built
using the same Lazarus Free Pascal development environment.
The keylogger’s advertisement also promotes installation methods strikingly similar to that of Ancalog,
especially the DOC and XLS files with macros.
And even this screenshot of the Aaron installation tutorial matches one of the decoys we listed earlier:

The latest version of the keylogger has also been renamed to reflect the OffensiveWare brand - it runs now
as OffensiveWare Remote Keylogger. The user interface of the keylogger builder holds resemblance to the
original Aaron Keylogger builder layout.
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Interestingly the version information ties this product to the original Ancalog brand:

All this suggests that the development of the Ancalog builder (and its twin project, the Aaron Keylogger) is
likely going on in Poland.
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Distributed malware
Looking at the malware being distributed by Ancalog (cumulative stats, taking into account all variants) we
find the usual suspects:

KeyBase
4%

Nanocore
NetWiredRC
2%
3%
iSpy
Autoit
2%
3%

Other
9%

Fareit
27%

PredatorPain
4%
LuminosityLink
4%
Neurevt
9%
HawkEye
14%

Zbot
19%

Most prevalent are various aggressively distributed banking related Trojans: Fareit/Pony, Zbot and
Neurevt/Betabot, which are commonly distributed together. Other malware distributed using Ancalog
includes various password-stealing Trojans used in business email compromise frauds: HawkEye,
PredatorPain and iSpy. From this data, we can infer that Russian and Nigerian cybercrime groups are the
top users of Ancalog.

The practical approach
Some exploit builders, such as Microsoft Word Intruder, generate documents with multiple exploits,
increasing the chance of successful exploitation. This is not the case with Ancalog, which supports only one
exploit per document; however, the criminals found a way to overcome this limitation, and came up with a
multi-exploit infection scenario, using what might be called a brute-force approach.
The approach is simple. Instead of using one attachment with one old Office exploit, they use two
attachments with a different exploit in each. They increase their chances of infection by adding multiple
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different droppers to the phishing messages they created. These attachments are all generated with
Ancalog.
Probably the most active users of Ancalog are Nigerian criminals involved in business email compromise
(BEC) frauds. During the summer of 2016 we observed a large Nigerian group with over 40 members. The
examples below show how this group delivered two exploits in each email:During the summer of 2016 we
observed a large Nigerian group with over 40 members. The examples below show how this particular
group approached solving the problem.
They frequently created phishing messages with both of the old Office exploits attached:

Here one of the attachments contains the old CVE-2012-0158 exploit, the other the even older CVE-20103333 exploit.
Or they combined CVE-2012-0158 with the JavaScript downloader in a PDF file:
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Or combined CVE-2012-0158 with the relatively new CVE-2015-2545:

Or combined CVE-2010-3333 with a VBA downloader:
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The main target of this group were small and medium enterprises, predominantly in Asia and Africa, with
the most affected countries being India, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Morocco:

IN
27%
Others
32%

AE
11%
QA
2%

IT
3%
PK
3% TR
3%

MA
4%

EG
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SA
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3%
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It sounds like a strange decision to use vulnerabilities that have been patched 6 and 4 years ago, especially
as it’s unlikely that more than even 10% of users would be vulnerable to them. But the tool is frequently
updated to bypass most security solutions. The criminals who use this tool must have chosen the ability to
avoid AV detection over the ability to infect users.
In fact, the data we gathered related to this criminal group indicates that the overall hit rate (the ratio of
actual infections to the targeted users) is in the order of 1%, which is miserably low. This however does not
stop them from keeping on with their activities.

Conclusion
Cybercriminals have found that Office documents are a practical way to deliver malicious programs to their
targets. They have been using this method steadily over the past two years, and there is no sign of them
stopping.
The ready availability of exploit creation tools in the cyberunderground has opened up document
exploitation to a wide range of criminals, and Ancalog is the most popular of these tools nowadays. The
ease with which booby-trapped documents can be created with the Ancalog kit has made it the attack tool
of choice for many cybercriminal organizations in Russia and Nigeria targeting Asian and African nations.
Of course, the dependence of criminals on commercial tools like Ancalog that rely on old exploits is a
disadvantage for the crooks and an advantage to the defenders. Ancalog doesn’t use zero-day exploits or
even exploits that could be considered as new. Even the freshest exploit in its arsenal was fixed over a year
ago, with the most commonly used security holes being from 2010 and 2012.
In other words, just applying current patches for Microsoft Office should disarm Ancalog attacks.
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